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See http://guides.rubyonrails.org/testing.html for more information on testing.
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Worked Example

An exchange bureau requires a program to 
change dollars into sterling.

The program starts off with the exchange 
rate and then processes an unknown number 
of queries to change money.
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As we will see, the difficulty here will be forcing the programmer to do our bidding!



Lazy Programmer

A lazy programmer is someone who does the 
absolute minimum of work

Notice how this solution is as minimal as 
possible!

rails new exchange
rake db:migrate
bundle install
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Here we imagine that the programmer has been told to produce a Rails application after they 
have been given our initial (simple!) application specification.
Technically our lazy programmer also needs to setup the Gemfile to contain our company 
standard set of gems (ie. shoulda, faker, factory_girl_rails, meta_where and formtastic).



Testing

All testing should be repeatable

may need to set up our test environment 
before our tests run

may need to clear up our test environment 
after our tests have ran

Need to document all conditions under 
which the tests are performed!
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Testing View
class ChangeTest < ActionController::IntegrationTest

  context "CRUD actions" do
    should "be able to create" do
      get "/changes/new"
      assert_response :success
      post "/changes"
      assert_response :success
    end

    should "have a non-empty Change model" do
      assert Change.first.exists?
    end

    should "be able to read" do
      get "/changes"
      assert_response :success
      get "/changes/#{Change.first}"
      assert_response :success
    end
..

test/unit/change_test.rb

..
    should "be able to update" do
      get "/changes/#{Change.first}/edit"
      assert_response :success
      put "/changes/#{Change.first}"
      assert_response :success
    end

    should "be able to delete" do
      delete "/changes/#{Change.first}"
      assert_response :success
    end
  end

end
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We run our unit tests with (warning: testing uses a different database to the development 
and application environments):
  rake test:units
We assume throughout this lecture that you have specified shoulda as a gem dependency (ie. 
gem ‘shoulda’ is present in your Gemfile). See https://github.com/thoughtbot/shoulda for 
more information on shoulda.
Technically, we are mixing up our unit and integration tests here. However, we’ll not worry 
about that!



Programmer View
rake test:units

Loaded suite ~/.rvm/gems/ruby-1.9.2-rc2/gems/rake-0.8.7/lib/rake/rake_test_loader
Started
EEEE
Finished in 0.463811 seconds.

  1) Error:
test: CRUD actions should be able to create. (ChangeTest):
MethodNotFound: Couldn't find method convert
    ..

  2) Error:
test: CRUD actions should be able to read. (ChangeTest):
ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound: Couldn't find Change with ID=1
    ..

rails generate scaffold change
rake db:migrate
rails console
ruby> Change.create
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Testing now clears and so the lazy programmer has now done their work!
However, notice how testing has coerced the programmer to produce code meeting our 
goals.



Testing View

context "Change objects" do

  should "have a rate attribute" do
    assert_respond_to Change.first, :rate
  end

end
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We’ll now ignore testing the GUI elements (well, until next week!).



Programmer View
class CreateChanges < ActiveRecord::Migration
  def self.up
    create_table :changes do |t|
      t.string :rate

      t.timestamps
    end
  end

  def self.down
    drop_table :changes
  end
end

rake db:drop
rake db:migrate
# Change.create
..
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Our programmer now finds they’re clearing all the tests again.



Testing View
context "with an exchange rate of 1.12" do
  should "convert 1 to 1.12" do
    assert Change.first.rate == 1.12
    assert_respond_to Change.first, :convert
    assert Change.first.convert(1) == 1.12
  end
end

context "with an exchange rate of 1.12" do
  setup do
    @change = Change.first
  end

  should "convert 1 to 1.12" do
    assert @change.rate == 1.12
    assert_respond_to @change, :convert
    assert @change.convert(1) == @change.rate
  end
end
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Programmer View

class Change < ActiveRecord::Base

  def convert(value)
    1.12
  end

end
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Testing View
context "Change.first" do
  setup do
    @change = Change.first
  end

  should "have a rate of 1.12 " do
    assert @change.rate == 1.12
  end

  should "have convert(0) = 0" do
    assert @change.convert(0) == 0
  end

  should "have convert(1) = 1.12" do
    assert @change.convert(1) == @change.rate
  end

  should "have convert(2) = 2*1.12" do
    assert @change.convert(2) == 2*@change.rate
  end
end
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Programmer View

def convert(value)
  if value == 0
    0
  elsif value == 1
    1.12
  else
    2.24
  end
end
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Testing View

should "actually write the code!" do
  (0..100).each do |amount, amount|
    assert @change.convert(amount) == 1.12*amount
  end
end
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Programmer View

def convert(value)
  1.12*value
end
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Testing View

should "FGS, now we have to deal with varying rates as well!" do
  [1.12, 2.33].each do |rate|
    (0..100).each do |amount|
      Change.where(:rate => rate).each do |change|
        assert @change.convert(amount) == rate*amount
      end
    end
  end
end
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Programmer

def convert(value)
  @rate*value
end
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Testing View

should "not allow conversion of negative values" do
  assert_raise "negative amounts not allowed", @change.convert(-1)
end
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Programmer View

def convert(value)
  raise "negative amounts not allowed" if value < 0
  @rate * value
end
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